From: Donald Gross <dgross@acustrategicpartners.com>
Date: November 16, 2016

Cc: Alex Copson <acopson@acustrategicpartners.com>
Subject: Fw: V. 2 - Briefing/ memo.- TRUMP/PUTIN ME Marshall plan CONCEPT. DRAFT #2

Dear [Redacted]

I hope all is well with you. I'm including below V.2 of the draft Alex previously sent with some additional points that provide further detail.

Best,
Don

From: Alex Copson <acopson@acustrategicpartners.com>
Date: November 16, 2016

Subject: Briefing/ memo.- TRUMP/PUTIN ME Marshall plan CONCEPT. DRAFT.

Key elements.
1 - **Super consortium** [ACU Team/ AREVA/ROSATOM] - Exclusive reactor provider/ constructor (45 units) and HV regional inter connecting grid.

2 - **IPG** – Owner of reactor system and grid.

3 - **IPG Shareholders** – GCC / Egypt / Jordan / Israel via ACU*.

4 - **Funding** – GCC 100%.

5 - **IPG System operator** – ROG (Reactor Operating Group - JV) – Rosatom/EDF/Exelon/ TVA.

- Implementation of the system requires a minimum $100 PB (per barrel) for a minimum period of 20 years.

- The project allows the US oil industry to regain momentum and stabilize approximately 1 million jobs in 30+ states.

- The project allows a new oil/nuclear relationship between the US/RF and the GCC.

- Key players in both Saudi and Qatar briefed and in go status pending Trump/Putin co-operation.

- ACU team members highly engaged with key Trump Admin members.

**Additional Key Points**

- Stability in the Middle East can only be achieved by a pan-regional nuclear power program that is delivered/operated by a US/Russian/French industrial consortium and funded by the Gulf Arab states.

- ACU’s program - International Power Generators (IPG) - envisions the construction and operation of 45 nuclear reactors in the Middle East through a partnership among leading global and regional companies including AREVA (France), ROSATOM (Russia), BWXT and Exelon (US), Turboatom (Ukraine) and HBK (Qatar).

- Donald Trump’s election as president is a game-changer because Trump’s highest foreign policy priority is to stabilize US relations with Russia which are now at a historical low-point.

- The ACU/IPG program provides a crucial platform for the incoming Trump Administration and Russia to stabilize relations by realigning American and Russian interests, particularly in the Middle East.
- In the upcoming negotiations between Trump and Putin, Putin will insist that the US agree to lift US and EU economic sanctions on Russia.

- The ACU/IPG project facilitates and accelerates lifting these sanctions by providing Ukraine's premier nuclear company, Turbotom, with an unprecedented industrial contract to provide turbine generators valued at $45 billion for the project's Middle East reactors.

- The ACU/IPG project further enables the Gulf Arab countries to provide soft loans to Ukraine in order to give Ukraine's overall economy a major needed stimulus.

- Turbotom's involvement in the ACU/IPG project as well as the additional loans from Gulf Arab countries to Ukraine will help stabilize and strengthen Ukraine's economic recovery, elevate Ukraine's standing, and require Ukraine to support lifting US and EU sanctions on Russia in line with the highest foreign policy priority of the incoming Trump administration.

Donald Gross
Counsel

ACU Strategic Partners